
Supernovae



Possible evolutionary paths

• Core collapse

• Thermonuclear runaway

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/snovcn.html

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/snovcn.html


Evolution of an Intermediate-mass (8 to 25 M⊙) 
or High-mass (＞25 M⊙) Star

 Core size ~ Earth 

 Layers of nuclear 
reactions (cf an onion)

 Envelope as a supergiant, 
with the diameter 
comparable to the 
Jupiter’s orbit



Each subsequent reaction proceeds ever faster;  silicon  iron 

An iron nucleus most compact between protons and neutrons 
 further fusion does not release energy
 iron core collapses  (D～3000 km, collapses in 0.1 s)

10 seconds



Iron core collapse  5 billion K  photodisintegration by 
energetic gamma rays 

The star spends millions of years on the main sequence, 
synthesizing simple nuclei such as H and He to iron, then 
takes less than a second to disintegrate back to protons, 
neutrons and electrons. 

Density of the core ↗↗, reaching 4 × 1017 kg/m3 (cf density 
of a nucleus) in < 1 s  even the electron degenerate 
pressure cannot support the core  𝑒− + 𝑝+ → 𝑛𝑜 + 𝜈

Core supported by neutron degenerate pressure
 neutron star  

Core bounces  supernova explosion + supernova remnant



Evolution of A Binary System

• Both stars of a few solar masses

• More massive component  RG  transfers and loses mass 
 a hot WD

• Secondary  RG  fills the Roche lobe  transfers mass to the 
hot WD via an accreting disk

• Accreted material compressed and heated, and if 𝑇 > 107 K 
 CNO takes place at the base of the accreted layer (even with a 
thermonuclear runaway if the material is degenerate 

A nova explosion

If accretion onto a C-O WD  core mass > MCh=1.4 M☉
 Catastrophic collapse + C burning  a Type Ia supernova



Padmanabhan II

“A nova is a transient, possibly recurring, 
outburst of a low-luminosity star.”

Absolute mag −6 to −9  

Expanding shell (500−2000) km/s

Each outburst ejects 10−4 − 10−6 M⊙

(not a lot! hence possible recurrent events 

for a single system) 



Accreting Binary Systems

Padmanabhan II

A semi-detached 
binary system with 
the primary being a 
WD: (in increasing L)
 dwarf nova
 classical nova
 type Ia supernova 



SN 1604 = Kepler’s SNSN 1572 = Tycho’s SNCrab Nebula = SN 1054

Vela SNRW49B SNR

N63A in LMC



Gum Nebula is the largest SNR 
in the sky, originated from a 
supernova explosion perhaps a 
Myr ago.

Gum Nebula has a angular extent > 40 deg linear size more 
than 2300 ly across  The closest part from Earth ~300 ly



The Cassiopeia A SNR is 3.4 kpc from us.  The explosion 
should have been seen 300 years ago, but was not recorded.

Visible 

(HST) 

Radio X rays



Supernovae in History

• OB association in Scorpius-Centaurus
Solar system within 150 ly 2 Myr ago; should have 
experienced SN explosions

Prialnik
Chandra SN1604 Chandra SN1572

http://www.arikah.com/commons/en/1/14/Tycho-supernova-xray.jpg
http://www.arikah.com/commons/en/1/14/Tycho-supernova-xray.jpg


The Expanding Crab Nebula 

1973 to 2001

西元1054年七月（宋仁
宗至和元年五月）金牛
座超新星爆炸，據記載
最明亮時相當於太白
（金）星的光芒，長達
23天在白天可見，直到
1056年四月（宋嘉祐元
年三月）肉眼才看不見。

天關客星

Crab Nebula (in Taurus) 

SN clearly recorded in 
AD1054 by Chinese 
astronomers 
 “Chinese supernova” 

http://www.phys.ncku.edu.tw/~astrolab/e_book/history_c/images/guest_star.jpg
http://www.phys.ncku.edu.tw/~astrolab/e_book/history_c/images/guest_star.jpg








Supernova classification
Divided into two types based on spectra

Type I – with no H lines

 Further classification based also on 
spectra:
 Ia – strong Si line
 Ib – no H or Si line, but have 

He lines
 Ic – no Si, He or H lines

 Ia found in all types of galaxies

 associated with white dwarfs in 
binary systems Doggett and Branch (1985) 

Astron. J., 90, 2303



Supernova classification II

Type II – with H lines
Further classification based on light 
curve

 II P – flat ‘plateau’ in LC
 II L - linear light curve

Type II, Ib, Ic found only in spiral arms of 
spiral galaxies (i.e. regions of recent star 
formation) massive stars
Core collapse supernovae with mass loss 
in Ib and Ic Doggett and Branch (1985) 

Astron. J., 90, 2303 



Huang



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Comparative_supernova_type_light_curves.png

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Comparative_supernova_type_light_curves.png


WC/WR WO/WR 

supergiant 

Supergiant with a 
depleted H shell 

Padmanabhan II



Padmanabhan II

supergiant 

WC/WR WO/WR 
supergiant with a 
depleted H shell 









• The energy source of the type Ia supernovae comes from 
nuclear fusion.  The explosion produces various radioactive 
isotopes , e.g., nickel becomes cobalt.

• So far, a few thousands SNe have been detected in external 
galaxies. 

• Applying the statistics, the Milky Way should have occurred 
one type Ia SN every 36 years, and 
one type II SN every 44 years.  

• Each century, therefore, we should have seen 
about 5 supernovae.   So, what happened?

• Which is most likely the next?  In the solar 
neighborhood?

SN 1994D
A type Ia in NGC 4526



Three critical processes

Solar neutrino flux 
= 7 × 1010 /cm2/s

Neutrino mass 
< 0.32 eV for the sum of 
masses of 3 known flavors









This can explain the explosion of MS stars with 8~12 M☉, ending 
with a core < 1.2 M☉.  But the progenitor of SN1987A had 20 M☉

 need an alternative mechanism to explain more massive SNe

















• 1932 Chadwick discovered the neutron.

• Landau thought neutron stars might exist.

• 1934 Baade & Zwicky suggested neutron stars as 
remnants of supernova explosions.

• 1939 Oppenheimer & Volkoff proposed the first model 
for neutron stars, with estimates of masses and sizes.

• 1967 Hewish & Bell discovered the pulsar.

• Gold & Pacini proposed pulsars as fast spinning, highly 
magnetized neutron stars.









Many sky survey projects, e.g., Pan-STARRS (PS), Palomar Transient 
Factory (PTF),  Sky Mapper, Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), to 
catch SNe early on, for pre-SN characterization





Mpeak ~ –17 mag



Mpeak ~ –19 mag



Type II (core collapse) SN progenitors

Nuclear burning shells

54Fe & 56Fe
~2.05 M☉

4He shell
Envelopes of 12O, 
28Si, 32S, 20Ne, 
24Mg ~4 M☉





Woosley & Weaver



Woosley & Weaver



 Core collapse in free-fall, 
𝜏ff ≈ (𝐺ρ )− Τ1 2 ≈ 1 ms, if ρ = 1010 g cm−3

 Central density  and pressure ↑ ↑ and becomes subsonic; 
outer material remains free-fall and supersonic.  

 Transition zone = constant speed, force free, relativistic 
electron degenerate pressure balances gravy 
 Chandrasekhar limit

 Inside Mch, 𝜌 ≈ 2.3 × 1014 g cm−3 (nuclear), 
strong force; material incompressible; neutron degeneracy

Outside Mch supersonic accretion

 Shock wave and bounce



Free fallHomogolous
collapse







6.1d

77.1d



UVOIR light curve

d=139
x-rays

d=178
γ-ray Arnett





 During a type II SN explosion, the neutron star reaches 
𝑇 ≈ 1011~ 1012 K, but cools down quickly by neutrinos, 
to 𝑇 ≈ 109 K in a day, 108 K in 100 years.

 This is cold, 𝑘𝑇 ≈ 10 keV
cf. Fermi energy (𝜌 ≈ 1014 g cm−3), 𝜀𝐹 ≈ 1000 MeV, 
so 𝑇neutron star → 0, and all electrons, protons, and neutrons 
are at the lowest energy states.

 Neutron beta decay process, 𝑛 → 𝑝 + 𝑒− + ν𝑒, does not take 
place, because the resultant electron and neutrino are not 
energetic enough (energy difference between 𝑛 and 𝑝)  

 But inverse beta decay 𝑝 + 𝑒− → 𝑛 + ν𝑒 OK

 All neutrons



• So far thousands of SNe have been detected in external galaxies.

• In the Milky Way, a type Ia SN is expected every 36 years, and a 
type II SN is expected every 44 years.  Then each century should 
see about 5 SNe.

Notable Historical supernovae in the Milky Way
SN 1006 Lupus Ia –7.5 mag, brightest in history

SN 1054 Taurus II Chinese SN; Crab Nebula as the SNR

SN 1572 Cassiopeia Ia Tycho’s Nova

SN 1604 Ophiuchus Ia Kepler’s Star

SN 1680 Cassiopeia IIb Not observed, Cas A as the SNR



Arnett

Solar System 
Abundances

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R-process#/media/File:Nucleosynthesis_periodic_table.svg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R-process#/media/File:Nucleosynthesis_periodic_table.svg


𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛:

 Τ4He H ≈ 0.25 obs OK

 ΤD H , Τ4He H , , Τ3He H , Τ[Li H]

density dependent  obs all same 
densities

WMAP (CMB) obs consistent result



Arnett

Solar System Abundances

Different symbols from different compilations

General decline with A Z ↑, Coulomb barrier 
↑↑ for charged 
particle reactions 
 elements produced 
by neutron capture



Cosmic abundance and stellar/galaxy evolution (Burbidge, E. M., 
Burbidge, G. R., Fowler, W. A., & Hoyle, F. (1957) 

Big Bang  H:He=10:1 

Stellar Interior 
107 K  p-p, CNO (fusing proton, in a proton rich or neutron 

poor gas) (p process)

108 K  triple-alpha to C  continue to fuse α particles 
mass number multiples of 4 by fusing (α process)

4 × 109 K  nuclear equilibrium  V, Cr, Mn and elements of the 
iron group (e process)



Explosive events

Neutron capture rapidly (compared to the competing β
decays)  neutron-rich isotopes (r process) 

e, g., the radioactive elements 235U, 238U, at the expense of the 

iron group

Neutron capture slowly (compared to the competing β
decays)  neutron-rich isotopes (s process) 



Arnett

Valleys at A=5 to 15 (LiBeB) and A~ 45 (Sc=scandium)

Isotopes connected by lines.





 Other than H and He, the rest (‘metals’) is rare

∵ penetration prob. between positively charged nuclei has 
an exponential dependence (Z1Z2)
e.g., O + O  64 times stronger than in H + H

 Even A nuclei are favored; especially for even-even elements, 
i.e., even Z and even N.  

Z =N   α particle nuclei  e.g.,12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Al, 40Ca

First odd-A element is 25Mg; placed the 15th

Among the top, only 14N is not even-even.



Nuclei, like atoms, have a shell structure; 
“magic numbers” of protons are particularly tightly 
bound, e.g., 4He (Z=N=2), 16O (Z=N=8)


56Fe not even-even; most tightly bound is 56Ni. 
SN I and II light curves provide evidence that Ni  Co  Fe 
for A=56  Abundance peaks at 56Fe

For A > 60, via neutron capture
 r-process: rapid relative to beta-decay
 s-process: slow  nuclei already tightly bound  small cross section

for neutron capture (slow compare to beta decays)  

(Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, & Hoyle; see Clayton)







Stellar Evolutionary Path

Star = (1 .. 8) ℳ⊙

Star > (8 .. 10) ℳ⊙

Mass loss ↑                  white dwarf (0.6 .. 1.4) ℳ⊙

Stellar wind

Less mass ↓                 Core > 1.4 ℳ⊙ No remnant?

PN

C detonation?

20 to 30% 
mass loss 

Core collapse
Core < 1.8 ℳ⊙, neutron star + SNR

Core > 1.8 ℳ⊙, black hole (?); a collapsar

↔ gamma-ray bursts





BH (M=108 sun), average
density ~ water



Nonrotating (J = 0) Rotating (J > 0)

Uncharged (Q = 0) Schwarzschild Kerr

Charged (Q ≠ 0) Reissner-Nordström Kerr-Newman

The two physical relevant 
surfaces of a Kerr black hole.

General BH metric, with M, J and 
Q = Kerr-Newman metric.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwarzschild_metric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerr_metric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reissner-Nordstr%C3%B6m_black_hole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerr-Newman_metric








Kilonova

Luminosity ~1,000 times of a classical nova (so 1/10 or 
1/100 of a standard SN)

A transient event when 2 NSs or a NS and a BH merge, and a 
source of gravitational wave

A short GRB source?

Superluminous Supernova=Hypernova

Luminosity > 10 times of a standard SN

A core collapsed collapsar?  BH
Millisecond magnetar?



https://archive.org/details/TheInternalConstitutionOfTheStars

https://archive.org/details/TheInternalConstitutionOfTheStars

